Nowadays, most laboratories measure total cholesterol and TG levels enzymatically, but measure HDL levels using one of the following methods: homogeneous, lipoprotein precipitation, electrophoresis, ultracentrifugation, and chromatography. [2] There is no description of the method used in the study. Methodological information in studies is significant for facilitating the understanding of the methodbased interferences of the mentioned parameters. Moreover, there is no information about the instruments assayed and the reagents used. For instance, which method was used to determine LDL levels, Friedewald's formula (Total cholesterol -(TG/5)-HDL) or one of the direct assay methods? [2, 3] Every assay instrument has its own characteristic parameter-based matrix effects. Therefore, it is essential to acknowledge the instrument and reagent brand/model in publishings.
[4] Moreover, the limits of measured parameters (limit of detection) should be known prior to the study to eliminate statistically unacceptable edge values; otherwise, it would be inevitable to see high standard deviation values like TG 186.10±176.14 in the study. Inclusion of the abovementioned information in the paper may enhance reader comprehension and provide insights for further similar studies. In conclusion, getting in contact with laboratory specialists and discussing the characteristics/interferences/instrument-based assay dynamics of measured parameters would minimize errors or prevent ambiguity. 
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